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Abstract16

The precautionary approach to fisheries management advocates for risk-averse management strategies17

that include biological reference points and account for scientific uncertainty (i.e., process, model,18

and observation uncertainty). In this regard, two approaches have been recommended: (i) biomass19

reference points to safeguard against low stock biomass, and (ii) uncertainty buffers that reduce the20

catch limit as a function of the scientific uncertainty. This study compares the effectiveness of these21

two precautionary approaches in recovering over-exploited fish stocks. We evaluate the performance of22

more than 80 harvest control rules (HCRs) within a stochastic management strategy evaluation (MSE)23

framework for three stocks with contrasting life-history parameters and under various levels of scientific24

uncertainty. The results show that both approaches reduce the risk of overfishing at the expense of25

expected yield. This risk-yield trade-off strongly depends on the HCRs, life-history parameters of the26

species, as well as the level of the scientific uncertainty. Nevertheless, some combinations of biomass27

threshold and limit reference points as well as uncertainty buffers lead to a more favourable risk-yield28

trade-off than other rules. This study elucidates the multiple factors affecting the effectiveness of29

management strategies and highlights key features of HCRs for precautionary fisheries management.30

Keywords31

harvest control rules (HCRs); management procedures; management strategy evaluation (MSE); risk32

assessment; scientific uncertainty;33
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Introduction35

Fisheries management success is challenged by high levels of uncertainty inherent to ecosystems and36

the management process (Garcia, 2000). Uncertainty is defined as the “incompleteness of knowledge37

about the state or process (past, present, and future) of nature” (FAO, 1995) and can arise from38

natural variability in the system, observation error in the data collection process, and the practical39

implementation of management policies (Francis & Shotton, 1997; Rosenberg & Brault, 1993). Uncer-40

tainty translates directly into risk in the fisheries management process (Fogarty et al., 1996), such as41

the probability of low stock biomass. For this reason, most fisheries management systems refer to the42

precautionary principle in their guidelines (e.g., Department of Agriculture and Water & Resources,43

2018; DFO, 2009; EU, 2013; U.S. Office of the Federal Register, 2009). The precautionary approach to44

fisheries management recognises the potential negative consequences associated with high uncertainty45

and advocates among others for the use of predefined decision rules and conservative management46

actions (FAO, 1995). In light of the precautionary principle, one of the key objectives of sustainable47

fisheries management is maximising expected returns (e.g., measured as the expected catch or rev-48

enue) from fisheries while minimising risks, such as the probability of low stock biomass (Dowling49

et al., 2013; Punt et al., 2001). This risk-yield trade-off predicts that expected returns associated50

with management tactics increase with the managers’ willingness to take risks (Little et al., 2016).51

However, larger yields are also linked to higher variability in yield from one year to the next (May52

et al., 1978). Borrowing the concept of effective portfolios from finance science (Pilbeam, 2005) and53

based on the risk-yield-variability trade-off, we define a management strategy as ‘effective’ if there54

are no alternative strategies with: (i) the same or higher expected return and a lower risk, or (ii) the55

same risk and a higher or equal expected return. This study compares the effectiveness of various56

decision rules and conservative management actions in light of the precautionary approach to fisheries57

management.58

Fisheries management can be implemented in many ways, including total allowable catch (TAC)59

limits, limits on the amount of fishing effort, restrictions in the fishing gear that can be used, temporal60

closures to certain areas to fishing, and socio-economic incentives (e.g., co-management, certification,61

or transferable fishing rights) (Selig et al., 2017). Similarly, biological reference points such as the62

fishing mortality rate (FMSY) and biomass (BMSY) corresponding to the maximum sustainable yield63

(MSY) remain key components of HCRs and concepts in precautionary fisheries management (Gar-64

cia, 1996; Punt, 2010). Apart from empirical HCRs that might be independent of any stock status65

indicator, HCRs usually link an indicator of stock abundance, for example, the estimated stock status66

relative to biological reference points (e.g., B/BMSY), to specific management actions such as a total67
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allowable catch (TAC) (Punt, 2010). The stock status and reference points cannot be observed but68

are estimated using stock assessment methods and are therefore subject to estimation uncertainty.69

Estimation uncertainty includes not only the uncertainty associated with natural states and processes70

(process uncertainty) and the measurement thereof (observation uncertainty), but also uncertainty71

due to structure of the estimation model (model uncertainty) (Francis & Shotton, 1997). These three72

sources of uncertainty are collectively referred to as scientific uncertainty (e.g., Punt & Donovan,73

2007). To some extent, stochastic estimation models allow the scientific uncertainty associated with74

current and future stock status to be quantified as probability or likelihood distributions. Two quan-75

titative approaches for including the precautionary approach into fisheries management have been76

recommended and are explored in this study: (i) Biomass (threshold and limit) reference points to77

safeguard against low stock biomass in the face of high uncertainty (e.g., Da-Rocha et al., 2016), and78

(ii) uncertainty buffers that reduce the catch limit, such as the overfishing limit (OFL) or TAC, as a79

function of quantified or derived scientific uncertainty of current or future stock status (e.g., Dankel80

et al., 2016; Shertzer et al., 2008; Wiedenmann et al., 2017).81

Threshold and limit reference points, in particular those related to stock biomass, play an important82

role in optimal harvesting theory (e.g., Lande et al., 2001) and are the foundation for escapement83

strategies, where the survival (’escapement’) of a certain stock biomass size is desired (Beddington84

& May, 1977; Getz et al., 1987; Lett & Doubleday, 1976). When predicted biomass falls below the85

threshold (BT) fishing effort is reduced, and terminated when biomass falls below the limit (BL).86

The absolute values and the definition of these reference points vary widely. For example, BT can87

be defined based on an inflection point in the stock-recruitment relationship, on estimated historical88

biomass, or as a fraction of BMSY (e.g., 0.5BMSY) (ICES, 2018). Similarly, the definitions for BL vary89

and might, for example, be based on estimated historical minimum biomass or a fraction of virgin90

biomass or BMSY (e.g., 0.2B0 and 30%BMSY , respectively) (Dichmont et al., 2017; ICES, 2018). This91

study evaluates the effect of various biomass threshold and limit levels defined as a fraction of BMSY92

on the performance of the HCR.93

HCRs with uncertainty buffers quantify scientific uncertainty and reduce the catch limit (Prager &94

Shertzer, 2010). The buffer can, for example, be derived by defining the acceptable risk (or probabil-95

ity) that predicted fishing mortality is above or below biological reference points (Caddy & McGarvey,96

1996). This method is formally known as the P ∗ method, and was later refined to include the uncer-97

tainty of the reference points (Prager et al., 2003) and to be used on the predicted catch distribution98

rather than the fishing mortality rate (Prager & Shertzer, 2010). The distribution for the different99

quantities can be estimated within the assessment method, by means of simulation (Privitera-Johnson100

& Punt, 2020), or be a predefined measure of the uncertainty based on stock characteristics such as101

the amount and quality of available data. For instance, Ralston et al. (2011) provides measures of102

the scientific uncertainty (standard deviations in log-space) associated with current spawning stock103
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biomass derived from a meta-analysis. We build upon previous studies (e.g., Dankel et al., 2016;104

Wiedenmann et al., 2017), by applying the uncertainty buffer to all components of the HCR, using105

assessment-based uncertainty, and combining the two above described precautionary approaches.106

Based on the risk-yield-variability trade-off, we evaluate the effectiveness of various HCRs focusing107

on (i) the comparison between biomass reference points and the uncertainty buffer, (ii) the effect of108

scientific uncertainty on the HCRs, and (iii) the combination of the biomass reference points and109

uncertainty buffers. We use an MSE framework to compare the performances of the HCRs. MSEs110

simulate populations as well as the feedback between the population and the successive applications of111

management strategies in a closed loop (Punt et al., 2016; Smith, 1994). We use a stochastic age-based112

operating model to determine the population dynamics of three stocks with different life history traits.113

Then, we employ a stochastic production model to estimate both stock status and biological reference114

points with associated uncertainty. The HCR recommends a TAC based on estimated stock status115

that is used in the operating model to project the stock forward, i.e. closed-loop simulation framework.116

We identify the most effective HCRs (i.e. HCRs leading to high yield and low risk) for shorter- and117

longer-lived species as a HCR that combines specific biomass reference points with uncertainty buffers118

leading to high and stable yield while minimising the risk of overfishing.119

Methods120

Operating model121

The operating models were based on the life history characteristics of three marine fish stocks from122

different geographical regions in the North Atlantic: (i) anchovy (Engraulis encrasicolus, Engraulidae;123

ICES stock code: ane.27.8) in the Bay of Biscay, representing a short-lived species (ICES, 2020b),124

(ii) haddock (Melanogrammus aeglefinus, Gadidae; ICES stock code: had.27.7.b-k) in the Celtic Sea,125

representing a species with intermediate life-history parameters (ICES, 2019a), and (iii) Greenland126

halibut (Reinhardtius hippoglossoides, Pleuronectidae; ICES stock code: ghl.27.1-2) in the Northeast127

Arctic, representing a long-lived species (ICES, 2020a). We simulated the population dynamics of128

the three stocks using an age-structured population model described in detail in the Supplementary129

Section A. The model is defined with a semiannual time step for anchovy with spawning occurring130

in the middle of the year (ICES, 2020b) and a yearly time step for haddock and Greenland halibut.131

Figure 1 shows the maturity, selectivity, natural mortality by age and the production curves for the132

three stocks. Spawning was assumed to occur at the beginning of each year for haddock and Greenland133

halibut, and in the beginning of the second semester for anchovy. We assumed an age at recruitment134

(to population) of zero and the Beverton and Holt stock-recruitment relationship with steepness (h)135

equal to 0.75 and 0.9 for all stocks (Mace & Doonan, 1988). Further, we assume auto-correlated136

log-normally distributed recruitment deviations with standard deviations (SD) between 0.64 and 0.77137
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(Supplementary Tables A1 and A2) (Thorson et al., 2014). Additionally, we evaluate the effect of138

lower and higher recruitment deviations by varying SDs ±50%.139

FIGURE 1140

We initialised the MSE with 35 years of data referred to as the historical period, which reflects the141

amount of relevant and standardised data available for many stocks (e.g., ICES, 2019b). We assumed142

that fishing effort was increasing over time and calculated the fishing mortality rate that would lead to143

stock biomass of approximately 0.5BMSY at the end of the historical period given process uncertainty144

and fishing effort during the historical period (Supplementary Figure A1). The over-exploited state145

allows an evaluation of the ability of the HCR to recover stocks, and amplifies the differences among146

HCRs. We evaluate the sensitivity of the results to the depletion level in the last historical year using147

an additional scenario representing an under-exploited conditions with the biomass around 2BMSY for148

all stocks. We added bias-corrected noise with log-normally distributed deviations to the historical149

fishing mortality rate: log(εF
y ) ∼ N (−σ2

F
2 , σ2

F) with σF = 0.15 (Carruthers et al., 2014). Finally, we ran150

the projection period of 35 years, which is equal to the historical period and exceeds the maximum151

age of the longest lived of the three stocks (Greenland halibut: 27 yr).152

Assessment model153

The HCRs evaluated in this study require the quantification of stock status (relative to fishery reference154

points) and thus the application of a stock assessment method. In line with previous studies investigat-155

ing probability-based HCRs (Caddy & McGarvey, 1996; Prager et al., 2003; Prager & Shertzer, 2010),156

we applied a production model to estimate reference points and stock status. In particular, we used157

the stochastic production model in continuous time (SPiCT; Pedersen & Berg, 2017) recommended158

and commonly used by ICES (ICES, 2017). SPiCT is a state-space re-parameterised version of the159

Pella-Tomlinson surplus production model (Fletcher, 1978; Pella & Tomlinson, 1969), i.e. quantifies160

uncertainty in the observation and process equations. Thus, SPiCT has the potential to derive the161

probability distributions of the three quantities important to fisheries management and that are part162

of the HCR: fishing mortality rate relative to FMSY at the start of the management year (Fy/FMSY),163

the predicted biomass relative to BMSY at the start (By/BMSY) or end of the management year164

(By+1/BMSY ), and the predicted catch during the management year Cy+1. The predicted catch in165

year y is estimated by:166

log(Cy) = log
(∫ y+1

t=y
Bt Ft dt

)
+ εC

y (1)

where Cy is the predicted annual catch, Bt and Ft are the exploitable biomass and fishing mortality167

rate at time t, respectively (Supplementary Table A6), and the observation error is εC
y ∼ N (0, σ2

C).168

SPiCT approximates continuous time by means of the Forward Euler scheme (Iacus, 2009), i.e., using169
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small time-steps within a single year (Pedersen & Berg, 2017). All model parameters (9 fixed effect170

parameters, Supplementary Table A7) are estimated by maximum likelihood and the Laplace approxi-171

mation using automatic differentiation, as implemented in Template Model Builder (TMB; Kristensen172

et al., 2016). The uncertainties of all quantities of SPiCT are estimated using the delta method as-173

suming asymptotically normal distributions in log space (Kristensen et al., 2016; Pedersen & Berg,174

2017). In line with the recommended default model configuration (Pedersen & Berg, 2017), we used175

two vague prior distributions (i.e., SD ≥ 2) for the hyper parameters log(α) ∼ log(β) ∼ N (0, 22),176

corresponding to the ratios of the standard deviations of observation to process noise terms: α = σI
σB

177

and β = σC
σF

(c.f. Supplementary Table A6 and A7). In addition, we used a prior for the parameter n178

defining the shape of the production curve as the average value pooled over all taxonomic groups in the179

meta-analysis by Thorson et al. (2012) (log(n) ∼ N (log(1.478), 0.572)). For computational reasons,180

we decreased the number of time steps of the Forward Euler scheme from the default 16 per year to181

4 per year. We evaluated the sensitivity to the assumed prior distributions, the decreased number of182

Euler time steps, and the assessment model. In cases, where the SPiCT did not converge, we applied183

a status quo HCR, i.e., HCR that recommends TAC = Cy+1 = Cy.184

In addition to SPiCT, we used a ’simulated assessment’ approach, where estimated TAC is based185

on the true stock status (B/BMSY and F/FMSY) of the operating model. We assume log-normally186

distributed TAC (Ralston et al., 2011) with a SD = 0.3 and biases for the stock status (B/BMSY187

and F/FMSY) of ±50% relative to the true values. This approach allows us to derive conclusions188

independent of the assessment model and quantify model uncertainty.189

Data simulation190

Required input data for a SPiCT assessment consist of a time series of landings or catches (i.e., landings191

and discards) and a relative abundance index (Pedersen & Berg, 2017). We simulated annual catches192

for the whole (35 yr) historical time period and two time-series of abundance indices for the last 35193

and 17 years of the historical time period. For anchovy, annual catch observations were calculated as194

the sum of the semestral catches in weight (Supplementary Equation A12). The abundance indices195

correspond to the exploitable stock biomass, i.e., the part of the total stock biomass that is vulnerable196

to the commercial fishing gear. This assumption reflects the correction of the abundance index by197

the commercial gear selectivity which requires some information about the age or length composition198

of the fishery-dependent and fishery-independent data. While this type of information might not199

be available for very data-limited fish stocks, it is common practice for the application of SPiCT200

within ICES (ICES, 2021). The length and timing of the two surveys at the start of the year (1st201

quarter) and mid-year (3rd quarter) correspond to the ICES International Bottom Trawl Surveys202

(IBTS) in the North Sea (ICES, 2012). We simulated lognormal observation noise for the annual203

catches (log(εC
y ) ∼ N (0, σ2

C)) and the abundance indices (log(εI
y) ∼ N (0, σ2

I )) with σC = σI = 0.3204
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(Supplementary Equations A15 and A16). We evaluated the effect of different levels of observation205

noise on the performance of the HCRs with σC and σI equal to 0.15 and 0.6 (Carruthers et al.,206

2014; Wiedenmann et al., 2017). Additionally, we explored the effect of implementation uncertainty207

by simulating log-normally distributed deviations on the realised fishing mortality rate as sensitivity208

scenarios. The SD of 0.15 is within the range of implementation uncertainty assumed by other studies209

(0.1 - 0.2) (Fischer et al., 2020; Nieland et al., 2008; Walsh et al., 2018).210

Harvest control rules211

This study assumes that advice is given annually for the next fishing period (year y + 1) based on212

a stock assessment at the start of the same year using catches and survey data from all previous213

years (until the end of year y). In fact, many management systems include an intermediate year or214

assessment year, i.e., advice is given for year y+1 based on an assessment in year y using data up until215

year y − 1 (abundance indices or seasonal catches might be available at the start of the assessment216

year y; c.f. timeline in Supplementary Fig A3) (e.g., ICES, 2019b). In this case, assumptions about217

fishery and biological processes during the assessment year y are required to perform a short-term218

forecast and predict the catch in the management year y + 1. We explored the effect of intermediate219

years and two assumptions about the catch herein (continuation of the F-process or catch equals TAC220

of previous year) as sensitivity scenarios.221

We defined the recommended TAC for any period (here year y + 1) as a fractile of the catch222

distribution predicted by the assessment model given a target fishing mortality rate for that period223

(F τ
y+1):224

TAC = Φ−1
(Cy+1|Fy+1=F τ

y+1)
(fC), (2)

where Φ−1(fC) is the inverse distribution function of the predicted catch given the target fishing225

mortality rate and fC ≤ 0.5 is the fractile for the predicted catch distribution. Note, that the fractile226

(fC) is identical to the P ∗ value of the P ∗ method, whereas P ∗ does not indicate which quantity it is227

used for, e.g., predicted catch or relative fishing mortality. Only fractiles less than 0.5 are considered228

as they are more precautionary than the median and take the estimated uncertainty into account.229

The target fishing mortality rate F τ
y+1 is defined by230

F τ
y+1 = Fy

min
[
1,max

(
0,Φ−1

((By−BL)/(BT−BL))
(fB)

)]
Φ−1
(Fy/FMSY)(1− fF)

, (3)

where BL is the biomass limit and BT the biomass threshold reference points and fB ≤ 0.5 and231

fF ≤ 0.5 are the fractiles of the distributions of the relative biomass and fishing mortality rate,232

respectively. Note that the fractile for F
FMSY

is 1 − fF (Eq. 3), i.e. a smaller risk fractile implies a233
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larger fractile for this distribution. We defined the inverse distribution function for all quantities in234

log space. In words, this rule implies that the TAC is based on fishing at FMSY when By ≥ BT and235

0 when By < BL. When BL ≤ By < BT, the target fishing mortality (Fτ
y+1) is set to FMSY(By−BL)

BT−BL
.236

A wide range of HCRs are nested within this HCR formulation: ’Fishing at FMSY’ is obtained by237

setting the numerator to 1 and fC = fF = 0.5, i.e., the median of all distributions is used. The HCRs238

currently considered for management based on production models by ICES are obtained using the239

median of all distributions (fC = fB = fF = 0.5) and defining the biomass threshold BT as 0.5BMSY240

and BL = 0 (ICES, 2017) as well as BL = 0.3BMSY (ICES, 2021). Furthermore, the formulation can241

also define probability-based HCRs (Prager et al., 2003), by using any fractile (fC, fB, fF) smaller242

than 0.5.243

FIGURE 2244

For the purpose of this study, we defined more than 80 HCR variations based on equations 2 and245

3. Besides fishing at FMSY, we defined 18 HCRs with various biomass thresholds (BT) and limits (BL;246

Fig. 2), for which the biomass reference points are expressed as fractions or multiples of BMSY. The247

notation BT = 0.5 is used to refer to a biomass threshold equal to 0.5BMSY. Furthermore, we defined248

18 HCRs without biomass reference points but with uncertainty buffers based on fractiles of the catch249

distribution (fC ∈ [0.01, 0.45]), the distributions of F/FMSY and B/BMSY (fB,F ∈ [0.01, 0.45]), and250

distribution of all quantities in the HCR (fC,B,F ∈ [0.01, 0.45]). Lastly, we defined more than 50 com-251

binations of various biomass reference points and uncertainty buffers (e.g., BL0.3, BT0.5, f
C,B,F0.35).252

Performance metrics253

We evaluated the performance of the HCRs based on the following four metrics.254

1. Risk of overfishing (Prop(B < Blim)), defined as the average proportion of replicates in which255

the true biomass (i.e., B of the operating model) at the end of the stock-specific management256

period is below the limit reference biomass Blim (ICES, 2013b), where we define Blim as the257

biomass corresponding to surplus production = 50% MSY (ICES, 2013a). The 95% intervals258

for the average risk were estimated by using the Wilson score interval method for Binomial259

proportions (Wilson, 1927). Note that we assign another symbol for the biomass limit defined260

in the operating model Blim rather than BL used before to emphasise the difference between261

the biomass limit specified in the HCR and that used in the operating model and used for the262

calculation of risk.263

2. Relative yield, defined as the median annual catch relative to the yield obtained when fishing with264

true FMSY over the stock-specific management periods and over replicates. The 95% intervals265

of total and average annual yield were calculated by using the modified Cox method (Olsson,266

2005).267
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3. Absolute interannual variability in yield (AAV), defined as the median annual differences in yield268

during the stock-specific management periods over replicates (Punt, 2003):269

AAV =

∑
y |Cy − Cy−1|∑

y Cy
, (4)

where Cy is the catch during year y.270

4. Median stock status in terms of B/BMSY and F/FMSY at the end of the stock-specific manage-271

ment periods.272

We define a HCR most effective as a rule that reaches a more desirable location in the risk-yield273

space, meaning higher yield for same risk or same yield with lower risk. To improve the comparability274

between stocks we calculated all performance metrics based on stock-specific management periods275

corresponding to the maximum age of each species, i.e., 4, 8, and 27 years after start of the management276

for anchovy, haddock, and Greenland halibut, respectively. We conducted 500 replicates for each stock277

and evaluated the stability of all performance metrics against the number of replicates; results indicated278

that the number of replicates for each stock was sufficient.279

Results280

In the following, we will present the performance of the HCRs by focusing on (i) the comparison281

between biomass reference points and uncertainty buffers, (ii) the effect of scientific uncertainty, (iii)282

the combination of the two precautionary approaches, and (iv) the sensitivity of the results to the283

assumptions of the simulation framework.284

Biomass reference points and uncertainty buffers285

Biomass reference points and uncertainty buffers reduce the risk of overfishing defined as Prop(B <286

Blim) in comparison to fishing at FMSY. The absolute risk reduction depends on the stock, BL and287

BT as well as on the uncertainty buffer. For instance, higher biomass thresholds and limits as well288

as larger buffers (smaller fractiles) lead to lower risk levels. Fishing at FMSY implies a relatively289

high risk of B < Blim of 0.32, 0.18, and 0.1 for anchovy, haddock, and Greenland halibut, respectively.290

These high risk levels can be explained by the highly fluctuating population dynamics for anchovy and291

haddock especially due to recruitment variability with a high inherent risk as well as the combination292

of the over-exploited conditions at the start of the management (year 35) and the slow recovery293

rate for Greenland halibut. In comparison, using a biomass threshold equal to 4 times BMSY or an294

uncertainty buffer defined by the 1st fractile of the predicted catch distribution (fC = 0.01) reduces295

risk by 56−81% to levels below 0.07, 0.07, 0.04 for anchovy, haddock, Greenland halibut, respectively.296

At the same time, however, the greater level of precaution comes at the expense of loss in expected297
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yield. While fishing at FMSY leads to a relative yield of 0.8 for anchovy, 1 for haddock and Greenland298

halibut, the loss in yield lies between 34% − 57% for the previously mentioned HCRs and the three299

stocks in comparison to fishing at FMSY (Supplementary Tables B1-B3). Interestingly, this risk-yield300

trade-off is not linear proportional, but up to certain biomass reference points and uncertainty buffers301

risk can be reduced without any or only minor loss in expected yield in comparison to fishing at FMSY302

(upper row in Fig. 3). In fact, for haddock and Greenland halibut, HCRs with BT ≤ 1 (with and303

without BL) reduce risk up to 50% with only a minor expected loss in yield (< 5%). While overall,304

the risk-yield trade-off trajectory described by the HCRs with increasing BT is similarly independent305

of BL ∈ {0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5} for haddock and Greenland halibut, for anchovy, HCRs with a lower BL306

are more effective than higher biomass limits (Fig. 3).307

FIGURE 3308

Uncertainty buffers defined by fractiles on the predicted catch distribution (fC) describe a similar309

risk-yield trade-off to biomass reference points, but are slightly less effective for haddock and Greenland310

halibut (Fig. 3). While, the uncertainty buffers based on different quantities (fC, fB,F, and fC,B,F)311

lead to the same relative risk-yield trade-offs, the absolute effect of the fractile (e.g. 25th) depends on312

the quantities considered (Supplementary Fig. B1). In this study, the trade-off is most precautionary313

when considering all quantities (fC,B,F) and similarly for fC and fB,F. This means, for instance, that314

the fC,B,F = 0.35 rule leads to a similar risk as the fC = 0.25 and fB,F = 0.25.315

In terms of the yield-variability trade-off, uncertainty buffers outperform biomass reference points316

for all stocks (middle row in Fig. 3). While AAV continuously decreases with increasing uncertainty317

buffers, biomass reference points can lead to high AAV. The results indicate that the variability is318

larger the steeper the slope of the hockey-stick HCR is, i.e. the closer BL and BT, and the higher BL.319

Another fundamental difference between biomass reference points and uncertainty buffers lies in320

the temporal characteristics of the effect on TAC recommendations. While biomass reference points321

apply markedly low fishing mortality right after the start of the management when stock biomass is322

low (around 0.5BMSY), uncertainty buffers apply fishing mortality consistently lower than estimated323

FMSY throughout the whole projection period (Supplementary Figures B2-B4). The lower TAC using324

biomass reference points at the start of the projection period leads to both a faster stock recovery and325

also higher catches later. This is most pronounced for Greenland halibut, which requires a longer time326

to recover from the over-exploited conditions. At the same time, the time series plots also indicate that327

the variability in yield and biomass is larger for biomass threshold reference points than uncertainty328

buffers (Supplementary Figures B2 and B3).329

Fishing at FMSY is close to the expected center of the Kobe plot indicating optimal exploitation for330

all stocks after the stock-specific evaluation periods (4, 8, 27 years for the three stocks, respectively;331

bottom row in Fig. 3). Nevertheless, all stocks are slightly over-exploited in terms of biomass (0.6 ≥332

B/BMSY ≤ 0.7), and haddock and Greenland halibut additionally in terms of F (1.1 ≥ F/FMSY ≤ 1.2).333
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The results indicate that both higher biomass reference points and uncertainty buffers affect the334

exploitation status and lead to lower F and higher biomass (Fig. 3).335

Scientific uncertainty336

An important component of scientific uncertainty is process uncertainty, here expressed in terms of337

log-normally distributed recruitment deviations. For haddock, larger process uncertainty increases the338

risk of overfishing and decreases expected yield relative to fishing at FMSY. HCRs with high biomass339

limits BL ≥ 0.5 can lead to a substantial and increasing loss in expected yield with increasing process340

uncertainty (Fig. 4).341

FIGURE 4342

The patterns are similar for the other two stocks. However, for anchovy, already biomass limits343

of BL ≥ 0.3 can lead to larger and increasing loss in expected yield (Supplementary Fig. B5), and344

for Greenland halibut, the loss in yield due to increasing process uncertainty is less pronounced, but345

makes a significant jump when considering BT >= 2 (with or without BL; Supplementary Fig. B6).346

Another component of scientific uncertainty is observation uncertainty, here defined as log-normally347

distributed variability around catch and abundance index observations. Larger observation uncertainty348

increases the risk of overfishing and leads to similar or lower expected yield for all stocks. However,349

similar to process uncertainty, uncertainty buffers and biomass reference points decrease risk across350

all observation uncertainty levels, while only larger buffers or reference points lead to substantial loss351

in yield for all stocks (Fig. 5 and Supplementary Figures B7 and B8). In addition, larger uncertainty352

buffers reduce the sensitivity to observation uncertainty (corresponding to a lower slope of lines in353

Fig. 5). The same is true for high biomass reference points for Greenland halibut. Similar to process354

uncertainty, HCRs with high biomass threshold (>= 2BMSY) show a jump in expected yield to lower355

levels across various observation uncertainty levels for Greenland halibut and haddock (Supplementary356

Fig. B8). Across all stocks, the effect of observation uncertainty is largest for Greenland halibut, for357

which the risk increases by 317% when fishing at FMSY.358

FIGURE 5359

Model uncertainty is another important component of scientific uncertainty. In this study, model360

uncertainty is expressed as differences between the operating and assessment model, which lead to361

biased estimates of stock status from the assessment model (Table 1). While for Greenland halibut,362

the bias in estimated stock status is below 23% across all scenarios, B/BMSY is underestimated with363

biases up to -52% and -34% and F/FMSY is over- and underestimated with biases up to 54% and -15%364

across all scenarios for anchovy and haddock, respectively. The bias does not only vary between stocks,365

but also between the assumptions of observation and process uncertainty (Table 1). For anchovy, both366

increasing observation and process uncertainty increase the bias in estimated stock status substantially.367

For haddock, the bias in B/BMSY increases and the bias in F/FMSY decreases with higher uncertainty.368
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For halibut, the bias in F/FMSY is relatively consistent across all levels of uncertainty, but the bias in369

B/BMSY decreases with higher uncertainty. While for anchovy, the bias remains throughout the whole370

time series, the bias in fishing mortality and biomass decreases over time for haddock (Supplementary371

Fig. B4).372

TABLE 1373

The framework with simulated assessments confirms previously described findings that both pre-374

cautionary approaches reduce the risk of overfishing at the expense of expected yield. Furthermore,375

the results show that across all stocks, biomass reference points describe a more effective risk-yield376

trade-off. In fact, specific combinations of thresholds and limits minimise the risk close to 0 without377

any loss in expected yield. The results indicate that the optimal BT and BL combinations correlate378

with the life-history parameters of the species, with higher values for shorter-lived and smaller values379

for longer-lived species (Supplementary Figures B9-B14). Moreover, the framework reveals that the380

trade-offs also depend on the bias in estimated stock status. While overestimated F/FMSY leads to low381

risk and low expected yield for all rules, underestimated F/FMSY leads to high risk, but uncertainty382

buffers and biomass reference points reduce the risk at the expense of expected yield. Bias in B/BMSY383

does not affect the performance of the uncertainty buffers (which do not use biomass reference points).384

By contrast, the performance of biomass reference points is highly sensitive to over and underesti-385

mation of B/BMSY (Fig. 6). For anchovy, for instance, given underestimated F/FMSY, BT = 1 and386

BL ≤ 0.5, BT = 0.5 are the most efficient rules when assuming an -50% bias in B/BMSY. However,387

when assuming an +50% bias in B/BMSY, the risk associated with these rules can be almost as high388

as when fishing at FMSY (upper row in Fig. 6). In turn, the most effective rules under overestimated389

B/BMSY lead to largely reduced yield when B/BMSY is underestimated. This pattern is also evident390

for haddock and Greenland halibut (Supplementary Figures B15 and B16).391

FIGURE 6392

Combining biomass reference points and uncertainty buffers393

So far, we only presented results of HCRs that consider either one of the two precautionary approaches.394

However, biomass reference points and uncertainty buffers can also be combined. Figure 7 reveals395

that the combination of low biomass threshold (and limit) reference points with uncertainty buffers396

outperforms uncertainty buffers by themselves and is as or more effective than HCRs with high biomass397

reference points but without uncertainty buffers. Additionally, the combined rules also lower the398

high AAV associated with some biomass reference points. This effect is largest for anchovy and less399

pronounced for Greenland halibut.400

As described for the uncertainty buffers above, also for the combined rules, absolute risk and catch401

reduction depends on the fractile as well as the quantities considered (order in terms of risk reduction:402

fC,B,F > fB,F > fC). While overall the various fractiles (fC, fB,F, fC,B,F) describe similar relative403
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risk-yield trade-offs, fB,F rules are slightly more effective than the other rules. At the same time, fC404

rules are more effective in terms of the yield-variability trade-off (Fig. 7).405

FIGURE 7406

Moreover, the combination of the two precautionary approaches offers a solution to sensitivity407

of biomass reference points to the accuracy of B/BT (and B/BL). For anchovy, for instance, the408

expected yield of the BT = 0.5, fC = 0.25 rule is only 18% smaller than the yield of the BT = 0.5409

rule, independent of the bias in B/BMSY. At the same time, the additional uncertainty buffer has410

the same risk when B/BMSY is underestimated and almost half the risk of the rule without the buffer411

when B/BMSY is overestimated (bottom row in Fig. 6). The same holds for haddock and Greenland412

halibut (Supplementary Figures B15 and B16).413
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Sensitivity scenarios414

The results of the sensitivity scenarios confirm that the risk-yield-variability trade-off is generally not415

sensitive to the Euler time step in the assessment model, the assumptions regarding the interme-416

diate year, or the implementation uncertainty for any of the stocks. Even though, implementation417

uncertainty (SD = 0.15) leads to slightly larger AAV in comparison to the baseline scenario without418

an intermediate year or implementation uncertainty for Greenland halibut (Supplementary Figures419

B21-B23).420

In contrast, the prior distributions as well as the quality and quantity of available data largely421

affects the results. Assuming a wide prior on the shape of the production curve (parameter n) around422

2 (corresponding to a Schaefer-like production model) leads to slightly higher risk for all stocks and423

slightly lower yield for anchovy and haddock (upper row in Fig. 8). Removing all priors shows the424

same trend but more pronounced, in particular for Greenland halibut. Higher risk and lower yield425

can be explained by the lower percentage of converged assessments. In fact, only around 23% of the426

assessments converge when all priors are removed for Greenland halibut (Supplementary Table B9).427

While the median bias in estimated stock status is similar for different prior assumptions for anchovy428

and haddock, then removing priors substantially affects the bias in B/BMSY (−24%) and F/FMSY429

(−37%) for Greenland halibut (Supplementary Table B10). For haddock and anchovy, the effect of430

the prior is larger for the precautionary rules than for fishing at FMSY, which can be explained by a431

lower convergence rate for these rules (Supplementary Table B9).432

Similarly, the quality and quantity of available data affects the risk-yield trade-off for all stocks433

(bottom row in Fig. 8). A shorter time series and only one abundance index (scenario “20yr”)434

leads to higher risk, lower yield, and higher variability in yield for all stocks. The effect of available435

data is also reflected in frequent low convergence rates of 58%, 72%, and 85% for anchovy, haddock,436

and Greenland halibut, respectively, and in increasing median bias in estimated stock status for437

haddock and Greenland halibut (Supplementary Tables B9 and B10). In comparison, lacking fishery-438

independent information but using catch and effort data over the whole time series shows similar439

results for anchovy and haddock, but an even less effective trade-off for Greenland halibut (scenario440

“Effort” in Fig. 8), which can be explained by the low convergence rate of 24% for this scenario for441

Greenland halibut.442

FIGURE 8443

The patterns for the two precautionary approaches are not only present in the recovery of highly444

over-exploited stocks, but also for under-exploited stocks, i.e. for stocks with a decreasing fishing445

effort pattern during the historical time period and under-exploited conditions in the last historical446

year (around 2BMSY), even though the overall risk is lower for the under-exploited than for the over-447

exploited stock (Supplementary Fig. B24). Besides larger AAV for HCRs with biomass reference448
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points, the performance of the HCRs is similar between the two scenarios for Greenland halibut. For449

haddock, on the other hand, the overall risk is low for all rules and higher biomass reference points450

and uncertainty buffers only reduce the yield for the under-exploited scenario. For anchovy, biomass451

reference points and uncertainty buffers still reduce risk, however, the risk-yield-variability trade-off452

is more effective for uncertainty buffers than biomass reference points (Supplementary Fig. B24).453

Similarly to the over-exploited scenario, rules with both precautionary approaches combined allow to454

reduce risk without substantial loss in yield and largely reduce the AAV (Supplementary Fig. B25).455

Assuming a steepness of the stock-recruitment relationship equal to 0.9 (in comparison to 0.75),456

shows the same relative risk-yield-variability trade-off for all stocks. The only apparent difference is457

the higher absolute risk levels for all HCRs and stocks (Supplementary Figures B26 and B27).458

Despite the sensitivity of the results to the prior assumptions, available data, and the exploitation459

history in absolute terms, the overall patterns between HCRs remain and the precautionary approaches460

individually and combined are more precautionary than fishing at FMSY.461

Discussion462

The precautionary principle is a central component of modern fisheries management (e.g. Department463

of Agriculture and Water & Resources, 2018; DFO, 2009; EU, 2013; U.S. Office of the Federal Regis-464

ter, 2009). Although, the guidelines and recommendations regarding its implementation vary between465

management systems, predefined harvest control rules together with target, threshold and limit ref-466

erence points and uncertainty buffers are the main recommended approaches for the implementation467

of the precautionary approach into fisheries management (e.g. DFO, 2009; Link et al., 2021; Punt,468

2010). We evaluated the performance and effectiveness of biomass reference points and uncertainty469

buffers individually and combined in terms of the trade-off between risk of overfishing, expected yield,470

and variability in yield for three stocks with contrasting life history traits and under a wide range of471

scientific uncertainties.472

Biomass reference points and uncertainty buffers473

Both precautionary approaches reduce the risk of overfishing and lead to faster stock recovery for over-474

exploited stocks than HCRs without a precautionary approach such as fishing at FMSY. While overall475

the risk reduction comes at the expense of a loss in expected yield, some values and combinations476

of biomass thresholds, limits and uncertainty buffers reduce risk without substantial loss in yield.477

This finding is in line with previous studies demonstrating that biomass-based and probability-based478

control rules can maintain high average yield while reducing risk of low biomass (Benson et al., 2016;479

Irwin et al., 2008; Punt et al., 2008; Wiedenmann et al., 2017).480

Biomass threshold and limit reference points reduce the risk of overfishing by reducing or termi-481

nating fishing mortality if biomass falls below a threshold or limit. Our results show that biomass482
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reference points are highly effective in recovering over-exploited stocks as they imply fishing below483

FMSY if the stock biomass is low and return high expected yield as they imply fishing close to FMSY484

if the stock is recovered or abundant in general. Small biomass thresholds and/or limits can reduce485

the risk of overfishing substantially without any loss in expected yield, in particular, for long-lived486

species. On the downside, biomass thresholds and limits can lead to large variability in expected487

yield, especially for stocks that exhibit fluctuating population dynamics. Results indicate that the488

variability correlates positively with (i) the steepness of the ascending part of the hockey-stick rule489

(i.e. distance between BL and BT) and (ii) the level of the biomass limit. In other words, a high490

biomass limit or the threshold and limit being close to each other can lead to large variability in yield.491

While from an ecological perspective, high variability in yield is not concerning and has in fact been492

shown to be a major component contributing to effective and adaptive management (Charles, 1998),493

from a social and economic standpoint, it is more problematic for many reasons. For example, fishers494

might not have an alternative source of income and some running costs of the fishing vessels and pro-495

duction facilities are independent of the yield. Furthermore, it can lead to inconsistent TAC advice496

in multi-species fisheries due to flow-on effects on biomass (Little et al., 2009). Another disadvantage497

of biomass reference points is that they add another layer of dependency on the accuracy associated498

with the estimation of the biomass reference points. The findings showed that overestimated B/BMSY499

can lead to high risk and underestimated B/BMSY to low expected yield of otherwise effective and500

precautionary reference points.501

Overall, our results confirm the findings of Punt et al. (2008), that a wide range of biomass reference502

points lead to low risk levels and pretty good yield (80% of MSY; Hilborn, 2010). In fact, some rules503

with intermediate uncertainty buffers or thresholds showed a higher expected yield than fishing at504

fMSY, a pattern which was also found by Wiedenmann et al. (2017). The results indicate that the bias505

in estimated stock status is likely to be one of the main factors contributing to the higher yield of more506

conservative rules, as fishing at FMSY gives the highest expected yield for the under-exploited scenario507

that does not show the same bias in estimated stock status (Supplementary Fig. B24). Furthermore,508

the results indicate that higher biomass thresholds show a similar performance as biomass limits and509

might even be more effective, in particular for short-lived species, such as anchovy. High biomass510

thresholds and limits, on the other hand, are likely to lead to a substantial loss in yield, in particular511

for long-lived species, such as Greenland halibut.512

Alternative definitions of biomass thresholds and limits independent of BMSY are likely to be513

between 0 and 4BMSY and thus accounted for in this study to some extent. While definitions for514

BT and BL other than as a fraction or multiple of estimated BMSY might be independent of the515

performance of the assessment model, they have to be based on some model as they refer to a derived516

quantity (biomass). Thus, there might be an advantage of the approach used here as the use of the517

relative quantity eradicates the problem of absolute scale which is linked to a higher uncertainty (e.g.518
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Mildenberger et al., 2020; Pedersen & Berg, 2017; Punt et al., 2018).519

Another promising precautionary approach is the use of uncertainty buffers defined as fractiles of520

the quantities used in the HCR. This approach quantifies and propagates uncertainty into management521

advice and leads to a consistent reduction in risk and variability in yield across stocks and levels of522

scientific uncertainty. While, uncertainty buffers are less effective than biomass reference points, in523

particular for longer-lived stocks, they still reduce risk without substantial loss in expected yield.524

For shorter-lived species, uncertainty buffers were as effective or even more effective than biomass525

reference points. This finding can likely be attributed to the fluctuating population dynamics of the526

shorter-lived species. Large fluctuations in stock size due to the large recruitment deviations as well as527

the age-composition of the population challenge the deterministic concept of MSY (Lande et al., 2001;528

Sæther et al., 1996), at least in terms of target reference points (Punt, 2010). Thus, a fishing mortality529

lower than FMSY over a wide range of biomass as implied by uncertainty buffers or a high BT might530

be an important component of precautionary fisheries management for shorter-lived species. Along531

the same lines, uncertainty buffers interpret FMSY as a target only if uncertainty approximates zero,532

contributing to the notion of FMSY as limit reference point (Mace, 2001; Wiedenmann et al., 2017).533

Thus, uncertainty buffers lead to the incentive to reduce the observation uncertainty, e.g. by improving534

data sampling programs (Punt & Donovan, 2007). Regarding uncertainty buffers individually, there535

were only minor differences between the trade-offs associated with the distributions of the different536

quantities in the HCR. The absolute differences could be accounted for by using a smaller fractile when537

only considering the predicted catch distribution and considering a larger fractile when considering all538

quantities (Supplementary Fig. B1).539

Uncertainty in fisheries management540

Process uncertainty arising from natural variability, e.g., in the recruitment process, affects the per-541

formance of all HCRs, with higher process uncertainty leading generally to higher risk and lower yield.542

This is not surprising as increasing process uncertainty leads to larger variability in stock size and543

thus directly translates into the definition of risk used in this study (Prob(B < Blim)) as well as lower544

predictability of future states (Charles, 2001). Moreover, process uncertainty is reflected in the dis-545

tribution of predicted catch estimated using the assessment method. In fact, for anchovy, estimated546

standard deviation (SD) of the predicted catch (Cy+1) increases from 0.42 to 0.74, and for haddock547

from 0.39 to 0.49, from the scenario with the lowest to the one with the highest process uncertainty548

(Supplementary Table B5). For Greenland halibut, the SD remains constant for these scenarios (0.38).549

These differences also explain why the risk reduction by uncertainty buffers is larger for anchovy and550

lesser for Greenland halibut.551

The definition of Blim as the biomass where surplus production = 50% MSY leads to values close552

to 50%BMSY commonly assumed in fisheries management guidelines in the EU (ICES, 2017), the US553
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(e.g., Hilborn & Stokes, 2010), and Australia (Department of Agriculture and Water & Resources,554

2018; Rayns, 2007), and accounts for the shape of the production curve. Future research should555

compare the implications of various ratios (surplus production/MSY) for the definition of Blim as well556

as other risk definitions.557

Similarly, increasing observation uncertainty arising from the data collection process increases the558

uncertainty and bias of estimated quantities, and thus generally increases the risk of overfishing and559

reduces expected yield. However, both biomass reference points and uncertainty buffers lead to low560

risk across a wide range of observation uncertainty in line with findings by Dankel et al. (2016). For561

Greenland halibut, biomass reference points can even lead to lower risk levels while maintaining higher562

expected yield. Although, we covered a wide range of observation uncertainty (SD = 0.15 − 0.6) as563

assumed by Carruthers et al. (2014) and by Wiedenmann et al. (2017), the information-content of564

the data also depends on the quantity of available data (Bentley & Stokes, 2009) and the contrast565

in the data in terms of periods of high and low biomass levels (Hilborn & Walters, 1992; Ono et al.,566

2012; Punt & Szuwalski, 2012). Reducing available data from a 35-year time series to 20 years and567

assuming only one abundance index reduces the performance of all HCRs (higher risk and/or lower568

yield). In this case, the shorter time series does not only reduce the number of data points, but569

also its contrast, as the shorter time series lacks information about the historical period of typical570

low exploitation rate and high stock biomass (Supplementary Fig. A2). Despite the higher non-571

convergence rate and higher biases, the precautionary HCRs still outperforms fishing at FMSY with572

only 20 years of one abundance index or without any fishery-independent data. If the data quality573

and quantity do not allow the estimation of the uncertainty buffer based on a quantitative stock574

assessment as presented here, alternative uncertainty buffers based on pre-defined tier-based values575

could be considered (Ralston et al., 2011).576

Model uncertainty describes the incomplete knowledge of nature’s processes and states, and in an577

MSE context, is defined by the structural differences between the operating and assessment model.578

The operating model in this study is a discrete-time age-based model while the assessment model is579

a surplus production model in continuous time without any length or age structure. Among others,580

these structural differences lead to differences in simulated and estimated stock status and perception581

over time. Overall, the median bias is largest for anchovy and lower for haddock and Greenland582

halibut. While the median biases for anchovy remain throughout the projection period, the bias583

decreases over time for haddock (Supplementary Figures B2-B4). While these results might indicate584

a general tendency for the relation of the accuracy of SPiCT estimates to the life history parameters,585

the biases are specific to the assumptions of this study and based only on three stocks. The biases can586

not only be attributed to the fundamental differences between the operating and assessment model587

(age-based vs. biomass-pool model, auto-correlated recruitment deviations in the operating model,588

fixed exploitation pattern vs. random walk process for F, density-dependence, etc.), but also to589
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high observation uncertainty. Future research is needed to confirm the potential correlation between590

the accuracy of the stock status estimated with SPiCT and life-history parameters of the stock.591

Nevertheless, the results of this study do not show systematic biases for SPiCT as found by Bouch592

et al. (2020). By contrast, both F/FMSY and B/BMSY are both over and underestimated across stocks593

and scenarios with various levels of scientific uncertainty. The systematic and non-precautionary bias594

found by Bouch et al. (2020) might have been caused by various factors, such as using biomass indices595

that correspond to the biomass that is vulnerable to the scientific gear rather than the commercial596

gear. In comparison, this study uses an exploitable biomass index, i.e., survey index that does not597

include the smaller individuals that are not part of the exploitable biomass, in line with common598

practice of stock assessments using SPiCT (ICES, 2021). The findings indicate that the reduction599

of fishing mortality by high biomass thresholds and uncertainty buffers protects against potentially600

underestimated F/FMSY as well as overestimated B/BMSY. At the same time, uncertainty buffers and601

biomass reference points might also lead to an additional loss in yield when F/FMSY is overestimated602

or B/BMSY underestimated, respectively. Although these precautionary HCRs might buffer against603

model uncertainty, they do not replace careful model selection and rigorous model validation (e.g, Kell604

et al., 2021; Thygesen et al., 2017).605

Model uncertainty is also apparent in terms of non-converged assessments. Although, the overall606

convergence rate is quite high (around 95-98%), poor quality and quantity of available data can607

reduce the convergence rate substantially (22-85%; Supplementary Table B9). The results also showed608

the significance of priors in that respect. For instance, for Greenland halibut only 19-23% of the609

assessments converged when no priors were assumed. Priors might also affect the distributions used for610

the estimation of the uncertainty buffer by the fractile approach. Even though priors did not affect the611

estimated distributions markedly (Supplementary Table B11), future research should further explore612

the effect of priors on the performance of SPiCT specifically and probability-based HCR generally.613

Another important type of uncertainty in fisheries management systems arises from the effective-614

ness of management decisions that are designed to ensure that catch limits are not exceeded, also called615

implementation uncertainty. This uncertainty might not only have large negative implications on the616

performance of the management strategy, but it is also generally underrepresented in fisheries related617

papers (Fulton et al., 2011; Nielsen et al., 2018). Although we excluded implementation uncertainty618

in the main analysis to isolate the performance of the HCRs rather than the management of a specific619

stock, i.e., the actual catch corresponds to the recommended TAC, we explored the effect of unbiased620

log-normally distributed implementation noise (SD = 0.15) in the sensitivity analysis. The results did621

not indicate significant differences in the risk-yield trade-off. However, implementation uncertainty622

affected the variability in yield, with larger uncertainty leading to larger variability, in particular for623

Greenland halibut.624
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Combining precautionary approaches625

Biomass reference points are an important component of precautionary fisheries management (FAO,626

1995; Punt et al., 2008) and are incorporated into fisheries guidelines worldwide. By contrast, un-627

certainty buffers are uniformly not yet incorporated into management, even though recommended628

by several scientists (e.g., Link et al., 2021; Privitera-Johnson & Punt, 2020; Ralston et al., 2011).629

While small biomass reference points can lead to a large risk reduction, in particular for longer-lived630

species, the use of higher thresholds and limits has been recommended in the face of high scientific631

uncertainty (Da-Rocha et al., 2016) and might particularly useful for populations with fluctuating632

population dynamics. However, high biomass reference points are likely to lead to larger variability in633

yield. Moreover, high biomass reference points might lead to high levels of forgone yield, in particular634

in the short-term and when biomass reference points are overestimated or biomass underestimated.635

This increased sensitivity to the accuracy of estimated biomass reference points is problematic as they636

are among the most uncertain quantities in fish stock assessment (e.g., van Deurs et al., 2021). This637

study demonstrates the value of combining biomass reference points and uncertainty buffers. The638

combined rules make use of the effectiveness of both precautionary approaches while reducing the639

potentially large AAV and accounting for model uncertainty in B/BMSY. The combined rules outper-640

form the individual precautionary approaches and show consistently effective trade-offs for short-lived641

and long-lived stocks.642

While the trade-off of the uncertainty buffers individually did not depend on the quantity consid-643

ered for the fractile approach (fC, fF), the trade-offs for the combined rules show larger differences644

between the quantities considered. This is likely due to the effect of the fB fractile, that comes only645

into effect when the HCR includes a biomass reference point. The results indicate that the fB fractile646

amplifies the effect of the biomass thresholds and limits. The results revealed that the uncertainty of647

the predicted catch, fishing mortality and biomass distribution depends on the life-history parameters,648

as well as the process and observation uncertainty (Supplementary Table B5). Therefore, it might649

be meaningful to consider the uncertainty of all quantities of the HCR. Nevertheless, the effect of650

the fB fractile might differ for alternative definitions or estimations of the biomass reference points.651

Given the uncertainty surrounding the stock status in terms of absolute and relative biomass as well652

as biomass reference points, future research is needed regarding the fB fractile.653

Although, the main drawback of the precautionary approach, forgone yield (Little et al., 2016),654

remains for the combined rules, the results indicate that the risk-yield trade-off of the combined rules655

is not proportional. By contrast, the additional uncertainty buffer is likely to reduce the risk of656

overfishing without a substantial loss in yield, in particular if B/BMSY is overestimated.657
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The optimal harvest control rule658

Ultimately, the definition and choice of the HCR depends on management objectives as well as the659

managers’ risk tolerance and, thus, is a policy decision. Ideally, and if expertise and resources allow,660

stock assessors should present the trade-offs between risk, yield, and AAV for a range of HCRs with661

different biomass reference points and uncertainty buffers to stake-holders and managers. Nevertheless,662

based on the results from this study, a list of recommendations can be compiled guiding the selection663

and implementation of the optimal HCR:664

1. The HCR should be determined from stock-specific MSE using realistic levels of scientific un-665

certainty and in light of specific management objectives.666

2. The HCR should include both biomass reference points and an uncertainty buffer.667

3. The biomass threshold (BT) should be between 0.5 and 2 BMSY and rather higher (≥ BMSY) for668

short-lived species.669

4. The biomass limit (BL) and threshold (BT) should depend on each other (fraction, multiple) or670

be defined on a common reference point or quantity (here: BMSY).671

5. The uncertainty buffer should be based on a specific risk fractile for the predicted catch dis-672

tribution (fC) within the range of 0.15 to 0.45 or for all distributions used in the HCR (here:673

fC,B,F) within the range of 0.25 to 0.45.674

6. A probability-based HCR should never lead to more risk-prone management decisions (prone675

to overfishing) than alternative deterministic rules, i.e. that the risk fractile should not exceed676

0.5 as mandated by the U.S. MagnussonStevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act and677

National Standards (U.S. Office of the Federal Register, 2009).678
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Table 1: Median bias [%] in B/BMSY and F/FMSY for fishing at FMSY over stock-specific periods
of 4, 8, and 27 years after start of the management for anchovy, haddock, and Greenland halibut,
respectively.
Quantity Species Baseline Low proc noise High proc noise Low obs noise High obs noise
B/BMSY Anchovy -34 -19 -49 -32 -52
B/BMSY Haddock -26 -13 -34 -24 -34
B/BMSY Greenland halibut 10 22 -2 14 6
F/FMSY Anchovy 19 -1 54 15 42
F/FMSY Haddock -6 -15 5 -10 2
F/FMSY Greenland halibut -17 -18 -15 -18 -17
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FIGURE 1905

Life-history parameters for three stocks (columns). Top row shows weight-at-age relative to the maxi-906

mum of each stock (solid line) and natural mortality rate by age relative to overall maximum mortality907

rate of anchovy (1.2yr−1; broken line). Middle row shows maturity by age (solid line) and gear selec-908

tivity by age (broken line). Bottom row shows stochastic production curves, i.e. total stock biomass909

relative to the median virgin biomass (B0) against the surplus production relative to the median MSY.910

Production curves are based on simulated equilibrium biomass given process uncertainty for a range911

of fishing mortality values (Supplementary Section A). The solid lines represent the median relation-912

ships, the vertical dashed lines indicate the total stock biomass with the highest surplus production913

relative to the virgin biomass (i.e. BMSY/B0), and the vertical dotted lines represent the risk level914

(Blim = biomass where surplus production = 50% MSY, relative to the virgin biomass, i.e. Blim/B0)915
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for the scenario with steepness (h) of the stock-recruitment relationship equal to 0.75 (black lines) and916

equal to 0.9 (grey lines), respectively. The shaded areas extend from the 10th to the 90th percentile917

for the two production curves.918

919
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Relationship between fishing mortality (F) and biomass (B) for a range of harvest control rules consid-921

ered in this study. Fishing at FMSY can be independent of biomass (gray line) or dependent on biomass922

by using various biomass threshold (BT) and limit BL reference points (coloured lines). Numbers after923

biomass reference points refer to fractiles or multiples of BMSY. Bold coloured lines correspond to an924

example of each HCR type, while faded lines show the alternative implementations of the respective925

HCR types.926
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Trade-off graphs of risk and relative yield (upper row) and absolute interannual variability in yield929

(AAV) and relative yield (middle row) as well as Kobe plots (B/BMSY vs F/FMSY; lower row) for930

anchovy, haddock, and Greenland halibut (columns). Starting from the gray star symbol (fishing at931

F/FMSY), the lines connect following HCRs with increasing uncertainty buffers (decreasing fractiles):932

fC = {0.45, 0.35, 0.25, 0.15, 0.05, 0.01} (yellow circles); and following HCRs with increasing biomass933

thresholds (and limits): BT = {0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4} (orange squares); BL = 0.3, BT = {0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4} (purple934

triangles); BL = 0.5, BT = {1, 2, 3, 4} (blue triangles); BL = {0.5, 1}, BT = {0.5, 1} (green diamonds).935

The open gray triangles show the additional rules BL = 0.2, BT = 0.8 and BL = 0.1, BT = 0.9. The936

34



shaded areas around the symbols in the upper and middle row represent the 95% intervals of the937

respective metrics.938

939
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FIGURE 4940

Risk (upper row) and relative yield (lower row) for three scenarios with three process uncertainty levels941

for haddock and various HCRs (colours) sorted by HCR type (columns). Low and high process noise942

levels assume a recruitment deviations of 50\respectively. Vertical lines represent the 95% confidence943

intervals.944

945
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FIGURE 5946

Risk (upper row) and relative yield (lower row) for three scenarios with three levels of observation947

uncertainty for Greenland halibut and various HCRs (colours) sorted by HCR type (columns). Low,948

med, and high observation noise levels assume SDs of 0.15, 0.3, 0.6, respectively. Vertical lines repre-949

sent the 95% confidence intervals.950

951
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FIGURE 6952

Trade-off between risk and relative yield for simulated assessments and underestimated F/FMSY and953

B/BMSY (left column) and underestimated F/FMSY and overestimated B/BMSY (right column) for954

anchovy. Upper row shows HCRs with biomass reference points and uncertainty buffers, lower row955

shows combined HCRs for the two scenarios.956

957
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FIGURE 7958

Trade-off between risk and relative yield (upper row) and absolute inter-annual variability in yield959

(AAV) and relative yield (middle row) as well as Kobe plots (B/BMSY vs F/FMSY; lower row) for960

anchovy, haddock, and Greenland halibut (columns). Colours represent included HCR types: FMSY,961

BT = 0.5, BL = 0.3, BT = 0.5, BL = BT = 0.5. Symbols represent median (square) of each HCR type962

as well as in combination with three fractile types: fC = 0.25 (circles), fB,F = 0.25 (plus symbol),963

and fC,B,F = 0.25 (x symbol). Lines connect median, $0.45, 0.35,$ and 0.25 fractile for each HCR type.964

965
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FIGURE 8966

Trade-off between risk and relative yield for scenarios with various priors (upper row) and available967

data (bottom row) for the three stocks (columns). The colours represent three different HCRs, while968

the shape of the symbols refer to scenarios with various assumptions regarding priors and data avail-969

ability: “Thorson/35yr” (circle) assumes prior for shape of production curve following Thorson et al.970

(2014) and 35 years of data, “Schaefer” (diamond) assumes wide prior for the production curve around971

2, “No priors” (pyramid point down) does not use any priors, “20yr” (square) uses one abundance972

index of 20 years, and “Effort” (pyramid point-up) assumes 35 years of catch and effort data.973
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